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LAJ Critical as institutional planning is to a college's survival, only a
small number "have effectively developed a plan, based on sound data about
themselves and their setting, which is revised at least annually and upon
which the institution's lea!ership acts daily".1 Planning is a primary
administrative function antecedent to managing and evaluating. A Planning,
Managing, and Evaluating (FME) system is firmly based on an organizational
process which strives to gather facts and put them together to produce
meaning. These facts are linked to the mission and essential purposes of
the institution and can be aggregated under categories such as (1) admissions,
(2) financial aid, (3) attrition and retention, (4) instructional programs
costs, (5) library, (6) faculty productivity and reward structure, (7) per-
sonnel benefits, (8) new program development, (9) student learning outcomes,
and (10) budgeting and fund raising.

Data are the foundation upon which to t"ld the multi-year institution
Plan, a document containing a grand design representing intelligent antici-
pation of activities, events, and experimental observations carefully specified
in advance to move from one point to another, Data are needed (1) about
envirinmental assumptions upon which to base planning; (2) about potential
clients and unmet societal needs growing out of a needs assessment or market
analysis/markei.; segmentation process; and (3) for managing institutional areas
as specified above. Probably most important, however, the data analysis
process must strive to produce meaning as it relates to efficiency and effec-
tiveness of relating dollars to institutional goals and objectives.

INTRODUCTION

Shortly after we began to work on our presentation, Bob and I were
reminded of the minister who had been reassigned to a parish in Texas. Be-
cause he wanted to impress the congregation, ha pulled his best sermon from
his files. Only one parishioner, a cowboy, appeared in church on Sunday. The
minister preached the entire sermon. After church the minister asked the cow-
boy how he liked the sermon. The cowboy responded, "You know Reverend, each
night I take a load of fodder down to the watering hole to feed the cattle.
If only one cow shows up, howe7er, I don't give her the whole load."

After spending some time :n the presentation and not wanting to give you
the entire load, we arrived the following limited, but achieveabie objec-

tives:

1. To define planning as us, in this paper and list the elements of a
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comprehensive iastimetional planning precess.
Z. To describe the buCzeting process and a meted for relamia: fiscal

resources to .ems-rtieeeidonal ;coals and oblactieee.
3. To discuss the relameenship between date and its use in elanning,

management, =ad evaeeetion (FUSE) system.

TEE YE= FOR PLAIC-77.11G

The future c an- emezitution including nighee educatioe meets on the
degree to which ie. eeee= -me neede of the son...eery en which i- exists. As
society changes, lee.: me e. ig.her eeucation chiage. If higher 'eez.eion is to

remain a viable ineteenereee, it east be respcesiee to tee fleece of society.
The way in which =pen :et:Le college meets the chellenee of beleee responsive
to societal reads ee a action. for the mosz pert. of fees s eeetication in
ptereleg: comprehee=e, iong-range, and system :Le- ee vet ee_ as insti-
tutional, planniaz -a a colleg rs survival, -ezweeer, only eeey small
member "have effenefeee.er iceeloped a plan; based o- soend dee =cut them-
selves and them sear ehichels eeevised at _zee= areee- eeeeeepon which
the institution W acts d.eily."1 Th.e. Ohf.o Citeemay., :ask Force
on Higher Educazeo=4 eee Ohi. Leard of Bemeets :le: identify
paramount goals ee- ee'ver..e. cemucture ad hieher edeee-e_e and call
'or a shift frc eie_ .11erice-1:e eeoductiee cf M.T.CC:7 t once every
-ive years to E systeeee eode of e_amnine

---f.ANNLZ DEE=

That is pie:wee 7e,e e=ee peeeeIng eadeceeee foe emo-essiag the
le range of ewer -- ecncepte The eetee does -.et dii--eeeeeiate be-
esaemerely tri'c'ei -zee- -hmucee of _he {e--"ete coezequencee af a single,

...;_ttpitt at or aczezele--e. fez all the verieelea throueneut tne eme-year period
of Lee:ding a man.._ -- eee aeon mad reeurninT 'et= safely to eaeen. In curriculum
plameeag the wren e whethar weeteam. (1) specifying a etegle criterion-
lee-ea.-teed objeeea , student e= demenszeate or (Z) the aerzying of the

:-:Hz=sands of oh;:etetteeemeeessary to demcmeeeeme competence tr. order to earn.
eegree or (3 ----eeetemg for all the vaeeeee:.les throughout a eulti-year period

ef developing ame eeeeeesting a new stre=gy for the prepares en of pro-
essicnals as in mmmemmey-based teacherse:tacation.

Some plannine fee.= characteristic am= evasive behavior of all human
beings and organize:i,v it is the hallmart cf what we call rationality.
If we ware to draw to represent the ?ossible range of ways an organi-
zation might re ke --eie4dazisions, one end of it could be called Ad Hoc and

tha other end Flanne,- 7e the Ad Hoc Wide., -'ecisions are made one-by-one
according to the moee eme judgment of.ete deed.sion. maker(s), unrestrained
by plan or even precedents. In the Ale -eeee -ode, every decision is wholly

constrained by a preeeees7..7 adopted glee. There are, in practice, few
examples of these peeefezz extremes. Sammeaeme between these two extremes
is where most organfezeioas are in their 7e:1z-ening
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3

ELEMENTS 0. THE PLANNING FEZCI.SS

Plann:.ag is pri=mry ;L:M=f=da-rativ, action antecedent to implementing,

coordinatf- and campreive planning process has several

elements. -irst, to re ..z; rlanning 1-.!t7.-rmccol. Smmeperson(s) at an in-

stitution `...ve respocsib.:_:-.1':.-T for planmf--- various aspects of the insti-

tution an: aey 1ollmv same proceddme in doing whatever it is they will

do. HOYATI.:-17 do whatever -Mazy do should fallow an agreed-upon set of steps.

Sect_.:': there is the need to develor a planning structure. Most in-

stitutio=. have some smrt of structure frh coordinang the ongoing activities

of the i==titumion. :aa rtd.rum.rure may be ruite simT e, wfth a minimum number
of persamt parmiciparitv fma mMe decision =wing prom ass, C7 it may be quite

complex a; e_ of review com===tees and several. levels of review

boards. of cm.41..amity, the =met be soma ammmLture for planning.

Third, :::t.:7,7°:=1:24rt -he .'me was fom stardmg amd etaieving consensus by

appropriate grmape on ,m=rf.rmmdental asznaptfons about ae institutions,

Environm,.,mtal mastrzIptioms bac= inter- al and exter=aL to the institmtion.

Interne:, eavironme-::::11 assuzz;:ion..3 cut amrces every sair.:att of the institution,

including program. = c -°::s, instructional program cost, and fund raising.

External envirrnm---=1 .;1...;sumot7'...;=a include such thiri,-7_, 15 societal needs,

economy, legia_art., tr.tddates state am717.ort. ThL assumptions are im-

portant in cle=1,7P::-.1:4. ralteiva s=e7.1..os mos,Ly- to emerge in

next five to -eats,.

EnvirormeaLl.:. aze an i==: = -1 part .-_-f. =ma planning process .

particularly for Idiv.rstfon. I=c==ical edu---- prepares person.

for "middle manpowa = cgment df the spectrum which

lies between the ream.T=izefl mrof-isions -2:1 the one hart mat the manual traLe=
and crafts on tte_mtner.4 :as term suba=ma- a number b.f t=es of persons

such as paraprofeszdzral* fitmi-prmfessiom-2.. subprofeszional, technician,

foreman, midm- ,P'-=- ==,u, engineering aide, and even some highly skilled

crafts and trades. r.e.atta-stally, the ==de.le manpower occmrations require

education and tratmf:ltrg bey ;ad high not to the le-rel of the

baccalaureate dee-a,

There are mr=erou8 s;urza cf envirc=ental assumptions. Statements

about the general of ly:Mgher ex=atio imclude (1) a shift from

quantity revolutiam :c eduality revca_mion,- (2) a switmr. from "educational

opportunity for to fredm:f1.-;)nal opportunity for each",: (3) a spectacular

increase of older stur',-yrs, (4) an eftcrt to link more closely the

world of work and the c; _ducatfon.6 Environmental assumptions relate

to career education, cm:ttf-.; education, life-long learnf=g,9 and syste,r-i

for measuring educationsi :..room.Tash=ents. In the recent _dress by Robert

E. Kinsinger, Vice Pmesdarr of the 17;.K, Kellogg Foundatior- several inter-

esting changes were frrl.aist,"

1. Postsecondary e-mmt.l.rn will modify even further its former

preoccupation-z=mtte educational needs of youth and increase

-3-
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dramatically its responsibility for providing lifelong edu-
cational opportunities.

2. The procedure for measuring educational accomplishments will
change in dramatic ways. The system of amassing largely time-
related academic units to reach the required total for a
degree will yield to different output measures related to
levels of competency in reference to designated bodies of
knowledge and secs of skills.

Technological advancements are recorded in numerous sources and are essential
in keeping the curriculum content current.11

A method for specifying goals is also integral to planning. This in-
cludes a methodology for (1) generating goal statements; (2) sorting, cate-
gorizing and prioritizing these goals; (3) refining the goals into specific
objectives and noting interrelationships among them; and (4) specifying the
relevance of goals and objectives to the support base of personal, physical
and fiscal resources. Goals and objectives can be intramural or intermural.

Environmental assumptions are a source of goals and objectives. Goals
can be obtained from needs assessment or market analysis.12 Market analysis
consists of obtaining detailed information about markets or market segments
served or unserved by the institution. Market analysis is an organized
effort to identify the relationship between specific needs and the ways the
institution meets or could meet then. Market analysis is, in its simplest
description, a more coherent way to plan our responses to environmental con-
ditions. Another source of goals and objectives is a critical analysis or
diagnosis of the students presently served by the college and its current
curriculum offerings.

When goals have been stated and prioritized, a program is developed
for each goal labeled a high priority. This stage of the planning process
should yield a plan of action for each high priority goal. The plan of
action should include specific objectives stated in the form of intended
outcomes, a sequence of activities and events to lead from one point to
another, and a time-line for reaching the goal. There should also be some
plan for monitoring progress and evaluating the outcomes of the process of
reaching the goal as well as the impact of the goal.

Sixth, there should be same formal evaluation protocol for examining
the comprehensive planning process. The planning process yields a Plan,
a document containing a grand design representing intelligent anticipation
of activities, events, and experimental observations carefully specified in
advance to move from one point to another. Evaluation of the planning process
can be accomplished by persons within the organization or by some group
external to it. (A Comprehensive Planning Process is Displayed in FIGURE 1)

Planning, however defined, has a focus on designing and shaping the -

future as opposed to merely changing. Integral to planning are methodologies
for (1) generating goal statements and standards; (2) sorting, categorizing

4
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4

and prioritizing goals; (3) refining goals, noting interrelationships a:

them; and (4) specifying the relevance of goals to the support base. A,

suggested in the preceeding paragraphs, organizations strive to gather fact.
and put them together to produce meaning. These facts can be eggreger,ld
under categories such as (1) admissions, (2) financial aid, (3) attrizi.,::
and retention, (4) instructional program costs, (5) library costs, (6 fiaciJ
productivity, (7) personnel benefits. (8) new program development, (9 tfuLid
raising, and (10) student learning cummames. (FIGURE 2 is a model of 7m;
relationship of institutional data. The model does not imply ihat datl
ages are related only to other packamas to which there is a cohnectin Ae.
Rather, the design suggests that mission and purpose are the for -:1

institutional goals and that data modules are inter= elated wit,. each
and should be supportive of the institutional goals-) Plannizt_ then,
critical analysis and requires the development of an analytical capzbi-
to collect, array, and analyze a large number of variables in eh effnr-
portray a system of relationships, causality in some cases. ha latte
primary function of the Management Information System.

Because each institution is unique, it is impossible to list a de.
finitive set of environmental assumptions and institutional goals a-1:d
objectives which any other institution can automatically adopt from
where. In specifying assumptions upon which to base planning, North "r71;_-

Technical College found it useful to develop a list to stimulate thzin.
and to group the assumptions. The list of categories for stating asslmor,:f0:-
is as follows:

1. Assumptions
2. Assumptions
3. Assumptions
4. Assumptions
5. Assumptions
6. Assumptions
7. Assumptions
8. Assumptions
9. Assumptions
10. Assumptions

about the societal context within which NCTC exists
about external agencies
about institutional leadership/management
about NCTC programs (existing and potential)
about potential clients and enrollment
about student services
about staffing and professional development
about physical plant
about equipment
about fiscal resources

Planning assumptions about the societal context ia which an _on

exists can focus on such issues of health, energy, transportation, 1_
training, quality of worklife, leisure, credentializing such as lice: and

certification and program and institutional accreditation. Planning -am p-

tions about external agencies can focus on the relationship between _ti-

tution and state and local governance, higher education as a system, :ulation,

and communication. Planning assumptions about existing and potenti&.. 7_ -3rams

include new credit and non-credit programs growing out of heeds anal-:__ or
market segmentation studies, use of advisory committees, and instruc_:.c: J.
development and support programs. Programs can be defined as new i1 -ant

format, new in delivery system format such as cooperative mrograms, =mew
in evaluation format such as in competency-based education.

-5-
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pc -eject =mrican Associacion of State Col. es and Unaversities
uses === societal value:: as a way of planning futures and

?lan=,-7: ---ions into foc=. The project =ses a cross-influence
12 --ends and 12 values to darer:cane zoals is 10 areas.

The 12 ===ieta_. 7.77: are population, gevernment, gLaba... affairs, environment,
,zuerr7, .7-acamoc .uence and technology, human settlamen=, work, life style,
z7men anu. -Lion. The 12 societal values are chz=a-, freerc, equality,ise *ance, pluralism, localism, ethics, nmnuledge,

ann tanas-.4H1. The 10 goal areas are finance, sannentc rearch and
ser7ice f ac ili ties , faculty, cummacule, ..,utrat ion ,

7a-sources. 13'

Norta 7icEnnical College also. developed a liut cf c a.anories for
L=ting gra_ z inn :2 cbatanives (1) as a means for stimulaning _a and objec-

-4s acmcsa. a :=1d7===ge of areas, (2) :o provide a sr-Fr = ancilarity of
gc,s.ls ant ehjec_inif== all departments-within the ccILears, cd :::3) as a
z=nnewora f . n-ing dollars to goals and objectives- =urn.- s tna.college.
A __Lst o: 7 ze7,-= i_of Goals and Objectives is as follow!:

:=1-1,S FOR SPECIFYING GOALS AND OBJECTiv-:

1. MIFS71N AT==T
a. 2-:moze understanding of mission statement with -,-the college
b. "Z=moca. understanding of mission statement outatle the college
c. --:7"....--=.amission attainment (assumptions, goa_s and objectives,

_chart ---goals)
d. Develop =sans to evaluate mission attainment
Fur7 TONAL RI_AT/ONSE1PS
a. Identif-7 agencies and organizations

ScZoel systems
C2.) E.2.2ciness and industry

:3) Ser7ine organizations
(4) Accreditation associations

b.- Develop pnlicy and procedures
c. Specify strategy for pursuing positive fullernal relationships
ODALITATIVE DEFROVEMLITS
a. Academic Programs

(1) Curriculum content and content formats
(2) Alternative teaching strategies and tea:calques
(3) Alternative ways for evaluating competencies
(4) Minimum competency standards
(3) Interdisciplinary considerations
Student Services
(1) Define comprehensive services in light of z.Intemporary needs
(2) Analyze what exists in light of contemporan7 needs
(3) Diagnose needs of students
(4) Link institutional resources to diagnosed -_srudent needs
Institutional Management
(1) Implement Planning, Management, and Evaluazion (FME) System
(2) Team leadership participatory mode of plan -4rg/management

-6-
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(3) Review policies functions, organi.;ational strunture, 7-znd
procedures

(4) Program cost a.w.i,lysis
4. MARKET ANALYSIS

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

Specify methoX of market snalysis
Develop progrAlt.r, in relationship to identified needs
Szecify polio- procedures for nark6ting (promotin;g, 7rograns
Aal-yze tradiz1=x2 college bourn X students by school
7.tonzify non-rr:..i'itional client :markets

iglop strats to penetrate further traditional/nc
s-zudents

3. to assist orp=nizations diagnose tr=mxing needs
5. ?R0E-77....1-0NALDEVELCMEE77

:goose need
Derelop program

_locate resourneE
Affirmative ac::::L.77.

6. LIT: RELATIONS

List the college's_.=jor publics
Examine altermati:e ways to communlcate with publics
Specify policy an,: procedure for systematic cultivation of various
publics

SOURCES
Specify resource
Examine alternat-
Create policy ar
Incorporate gra:

-4.

-szuirements over multi-year time-line
funding sources
rocedure for pursuing grantsmanship
lanagement into college operations

A _second objective o: :his presentation is to describe the budgeting
prz:ess and a method for :::_ating fiscal resources co institutional goals
amz objeczives.

An inportant step in ,:he development of the planning process is the
imnace of the budgeting process. The budget is clearly the institution's
mzrsz important and significant statement of resource allocation and use.
Though the budget, the president and the administration, of the institution
present an assessment of Ithe institution's problems annually and, indeed,
proposals for dealing with them. Budget is then the vehicle for communicating
details of the president's assessment and recommendations. The budget is the
chief instrument for forcing and recording executive decisions about insti-
tutional priorities, objectives the institution should seek, the share of the
institution's resources that should be dedicated to each area, and how costs
should be distributed and underwritten. The annual review necessitated by
the preparation of the budget also gives the president and the administration
an opportunity to weigh the effectiveness of the institution's programs in
achieving their purposes, and to consider how they might be improved. Skill-
fully handled, the budget can become an invitation to institutional creativity
rather than bureaucratic drudgery. The process of interfacing the institu-
tional budget with the comprehensive academic planning process will be re-
ferred to as "The Alternative Base Concept." :',BC is a planning/budgeting
process, a way of relating dollars to the organization's goals and objective

-7-
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through the careful study of alternatives.

At the offset of the explanation of this process_ let it be clearly stated
that ABC budgeting system must be tailored specificaLey eo the needs of each
individual institution. Although the planning princreeles will remain the same,
each institution must consider a number of factors wh, in all probability,
make it different from any ocher institution. These eaceors may Laclede:

1. Variation is organizational structure.
2. Current institutional decision-making proceez
3. Maturation is institutional planning.
4. Variation in funding sources.
5. Size4ficant differences in the planning caleeene.

Within the format of ABC budgeting, alternative base --eeecept is a logical step-
by-step approach to budget building, which may be adept..el with the five pre-
viously mentioned variables.

In a climate where it has become common folklore :)at of all our social
institution's most resistance to change, cemeteries eme institutions of higher
learning must surely rank at the top, we are fort= .:e to have at hand a
planning process which is designed to produce chans:.

The concept of the ABC budget process is to bue2d a budget by establish-
iag three alternative budget bases. The first alternative is a continuation
budgee base, referred to as maintenance level. The alternatives utilized in
establishment of this base may be to assume no increase from the current level,
expenditures, specific percentage increase, or a saecific percentage decrease
from current level of expenditures. These alternaeives allow the cos: center
to realign expenditures by object code within specific zuidelines. The cost
center may further elect .to reduce expendituees, or to transfer certain
expenditures into another cost center, as long as totals do not exceed main-
tenance level guidelines.

The second major alternative is a reduced budget base, refereed to as
skeletal level. The concept is for the cost center to rank a series of reduc-
tions within specified percentage levels frau the maintenance level. North
Central Technical College in the current fiscal year assigned reduction from
1% to 10% reductions to be developed, ten is all, each representing an
additional 1.% reduction from the maintenance level. These reductions are

further prioritized so that the first level reduction would create the least
effect on the productivity of the cost center.

The third major alternative planning tool is called expansion package.
Expansion package alternative budget base is actually an optional 'ravish list"

of expenditures put together in packages addressing one or more objectives.
This approach considers the possibility of additional expenditures beyond

maintenance level of operation. It is optional in the sense that not every

cost center may find it necessary to request additional funds. Expansion

packages are ranked in order of importance co the cost center.

-8-
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Each of t'as.. budgets is inter-related in the budget building process
and yields a -u==,ez of alternatives at each stage of the planning process.
These alterns:::=Ls provide both current and future flexibility should plan
or resources altered.

FIGURE 7 --Lbes the ABC budgeting process and indicates the critical
decision poi= which key data elements are essential. Across the top of
the chart ars ..:=Clicated the five decision units that interact to produce the
budget documEt.t. Although the title of these groupings may vary from in-
stitution to tts-4tution, their responsibilities within the framework of the
planning prctes will be very similar. The cost center is a unit or natural
grouping of a=tivities in an institution's operations for which costs a--,e
collected. Mese elements or segments are budget units for which expenditures
are planned. The Academic Council is comprised of division and program
directors. Me President's Cabinet ccnsists of the chief executive officer
of the institution and the institution's three vice presidents - academic
affairs, stur:nt services and business and finance. The Board of Trustees
is the final policy-making group of the institution.

The Budget Committee is comprised of a cross section of the College.
Because evet7 faculty and staff member of any given institution is involved
in the utildtation of college resources, the entire college community, in-
cluding student representation, should be involved in fiscal planning. At
North Central Technical College the Budget Committee was comprised of two
representatives of the academic council, one faculty member from each of the
four technical divisions, two representatives each from student services,
classified staff, and the student advisory board, and was chaired by the
vice President for business and finance.

The first series of steps involved development of goals and objectives
by the cost centers, with subsequent review by the Academic Council and the
President's Cabinet, with final approval by the Board of Trustees. Following
this final approval, the goals and objectives go to the Budget Committee for
familiarization, and from the Board of Trustees to the President's Cabinet
with guidelines for the development of the institutional budget. These
guidelines will address themselves to:

1. Maintenance level for cost centers. Prior to furnishing of
guidelines, basic work is done by the chief fiscal officer
denoting projected income in the form of parameters indi-
cating minimum and maximum expected income for the budget
period.

2. The President's Cabinet furnishes a guideline for skeletal
levels so that each cost center will project well within
the maintenance level projection.

The cost centers then develop budgets relating dollars to goals and
objectives. Maintenance levels can be reduced where dollars are not required
to support on-going programs or where goals and objectives have been reached.
_En addition to the maintenance and skeletal levels, budget centers may pro-

-9-
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ject expansion levels for achievement of additional goals and objectives
should additional dollars become available. The Budget Committee rank-
orders expansion packages and makes recommendations to the Academic Council
and the President's Cabinet. Budget packages may be referred back to the
cost center and again to the Budget Committee for further development and
review. The President's Cabinet, with the help of the Academic Council,
reviews the budget and places its own recommendations on expansion packages
if they vary from that of the Budget Committee. The recommendations and
comments of the President's Cabinet are shared with the Academic Council
and the Budget Committee prior to the finalizing of the budget through
action ,y the Board of Trustees. In the budget building process there are
a number of critical points which require key data elements is order to make
decisions. These points of decision may well be referred to as decision
opportunities since they provide the opportunity to adjust the budget level
of expenditures to meet a nzmber of criteria none the least of Tlhich i3 pro-
jected income. Opportunity is also provided to trade off priorities of
spending levels to meet a variety of objectives to which departments have
ascribed. Each critical decision point may also be described as a key element
point. Appropriate data must be readily on hand to assist the decision makers
in determining the optimum decision opportunity.

To be useful to decision makers Ic-47 data elements must be:

1. simple
2. complete on important issues
3. timely
4. reflective of the unique characteristics of the institution.

Financial, space, faculty, enrollment, and special taformacion, or combin-
ation of two or more of these elements, comprise the key data elements. These
elements may be further divided into historical data or projected data, see
FIGURE 4. Historical data may be defined as data collected for some specific
planning period up to, and including, any previous time frame in which the
body of data reached a conclusion. Projected data is a term referencing a
group of data within a time frame not yet concluded.

At the first decision point of furnishing guidelines for the development
of cost center budgets it would seen imperative that the maximum number of
both historical and projected data elements be available. Financial data
relative to past and projected income necessarily involve enrollment data.
Financial data relative to past and projected expenditures will involve space
faculty and enrollment data. Special studies may also require special data
elements involving library holdings, supply and equipment inventories., main-
tenance and repair records and other elements not usually included in the
four other categories.

The first decision point would provide-the necessary data elements to
allow the Board of Trustees and the President's Cabinet to recommend additional
or less expenditures in order to provide a base level for the cost centers
to begin developing their new budgets.

-10-
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At the second critical decision point the Budget Committee reviews the
budgets developed by the centers. At this point key data elements would be
of a specialized nature relative to the accomplishment of previous goals and
objectives (historical) and some objective data (projected) relative to out-
comes sought. This data could take the form of a point system relating out-
come sought in relation to resources utilized (projected). Again, the
recommendation by the Budget Committee impacts the maintenance level budget
by either an increase or decrease.

The third and fourth decision point, again by some degree, either in-
creases or decreases the cost centers by rank ordering and recommending
expansion packages, that is "wish lists", in anticipation of possible
additional expenditures beyond maintenance level of operation. A number of
key data elements may be required by the decision makers to aid in the
rank order of the expansion packages. Elements of financial data such as
unit cost, enrollment projections, space utilization, etc. may impact this
decision point.

The fifth and sixth decision points will probably require new additional
historical or projected data beyond that expressly requested. A timely income
projection based on any new known factors, such as the passing of the bienium
budget by the state legislature or a revised enrollment projection, would be
appropriate in this instance.

The seventh critical decision point involves monitoring of the projected
key data elements previously prescribed by the institution. Most likely data
to effect change would be a change in financial or enrollment data. However,
projected space utilization, course enrollment, increased energy cost beyond
projection, etc., may impgct the decision to review and recommend revision of
that budget.

An approach to the planning of key data elements is the construction of
the composite data element use matrix. The matrix is useful not only in
identifying outputs that may be planned by the data processing department,
but a useful planning tool in the hands of the decision makers. For anyone
who has ever served on a committee (this includes the total academic community)
nothing is more frustrating than absent data at a planning meeting. A sample
composite data lement matrix is included in FIGURE 5.

At each critical decision point, an analysis of the key data elements
will provide the decision makers with reasoning which is relative to drawing
a logical conclusion to either increase or decrease the budgetary guidelines.

In the final analysis the go, no-go, yes or no, black or white, up or
down, left turn or right turn decision will be only as good as the reasoning
supporting the premise. In this syllogistal approach to planning the
availability of.simple, complete, timely, and appropriate key data elements
is the link between the maximization of resources utilized and the outcomes
sought.
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The Board of Trustees has the alternative of approving or requesting
revision of the final budget. In the case of a request for revision, the
entire step regarding development of budgets with review and recommendations
would again take place prior to another presentation to the Board of Trustees.

Following the Board of Trustees approval of the total budget, it is
released to the cost centers for implementation. Ar. that time, if projected
income is better known, the approval will request the addition or deletion of
funds through either levels of skeletal budget released or level of expansion
packages released. During this series of reviews, the budget may be altered
by variations in income through additional application of skeletal level de-
ductions, further release of dollars for additional priorities of expansion
packages, or the possible selective decrease of budgets wita review and recom-
nendation by Budget Committee, President's Cabinet and the Academic Council,
md of course, final approval by the Board of Trustees. In most instances,
boards of trustees will allow administrations to handle minimal changes in
total budget without requiring additional approval by the Board.

Evaluation, revision and review are constant effort by the President's
Cabinet, the Academic Council, the Board of Trustees, and the Budget Committee.
Revision may be made at any critical pJint during the fiscal year with the
use of ; :determined skeletal and expansion package formulation. Only when
income drops severely below projected skeletal base projections, will it be
necessary to go back to the cost centers for additional budget revisions.
Once the three budgets are developed by the cost centers, they are relieved
of the requirements of budget development until the next fiscal year.

FxAminAtion of the responsibilities on a vertical line under the develop-
ing bodies indicates that cost centers develop goals and objectives, develop
budgets, and finally implement these budgets. The duties of the President's
Cabinet are mainly to review, furnish guidelines, evaluate the results, and in
some instances revise budgets. The Academic Council reviews and evaluates
the budget and the Board of Trustees approves, advise!? and evaluates. The
Budget Committee has a duty of familiarizing themselves with the goals and
objectives and to review, recommend, and evaluate the development of budgets
and the results thereof. The process may be described as a two-way process
of recommendations and communications.

Although the final budget recommendations are the responsibility of the
administration of the College, the ultimate budget decision rests with the
College Board of Trustees. Because the educational enterprise. is run on a
bottom line measured by service as opposed to profit, the process leads itself
to interaction by dedicated individuals involved in different function of the
institution to focus on purposes and outcome based on the organization's mission,
goals and objectives.

I third objective of this presentation is to discuss the relationship
between data and its use in a planning, management, evaluation (P1Z) system.
The first section of this document described in some detail a planning process:
The second section of this document described a budgeting process for relating
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resources to goals and objectives. That which is planned for during one
fiscal year will be managed (implemented and coordinated) during the
next fiscal year. Evaluation will occur both during the years the processes
of planning and managing take place as well as during the following year.
If an institution improves its planning-budgeting process in Year 1, a

formative evaluation occurs that same year followed by a summative eval-
uation sometime later. During Year 2, an institution can improve its
managing-budgeting process. A formative evaluation of the managing-
budgeting process will be made during that year followed by a summative
evaluation sometime later. This concept is basic in order to understand
the relationship between data and its use in a PIKE system. The PME concept
is displayed in FIGURE 6.

As indicated earlier in this presentation. organizations strive to
gather facts and put them together to produce meaning. These facts can be
aggregated under categories such as (1) admissions, (2) financial aid,
(3) attrition and retention, (4) instructional program costs, (5) library
costs, (6) faculty productivity, (7) personnel benefits, (8) new program
development, (9) student learning outcomes, and (10) fund raising. These
categories are to be the same as modules developed in the Planning and
Data System (PDS), a project by The Council for the Advancement of Small
Colleges and generously funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York
over a five-year period. Each of these modules can be used independently
to deal with a specific institutional concern or the modules can be linked
in ways that deal with a larger set of concerns.

For purposes of discussion, let us assume that an institution had
a desire to penetrate further the traditional college-bound student market
as well as the older adult markets within a geographic region. Such a stance
would require data about potential client markets and their specific
educational needs as well as ongoing program cost in order to reallocate
resources to accomodate new programs. Data play an important role in the
planning process as well as in the management and evaluating functions.
It seems logical, therefore, to create a model for the display of data for
use at critical points in the decision-making process during the planning/
budgeting fiscal year as well as the managing/budgeting fiscal year. Such
a model is displayed in FIGURE 7. Instructional program costs and attrition/
retention data are particularly important to make GO/NO GO about the con-
tinuation/discontinuation of specific programs. NO GO decisions about
particular programs could provide resources to make GO decisions about new
programs. Admissions data and attrition/retention historical data are
necessary to project future enrollment and anticipated revenue. Admissions
data at the beginning of the term are essential in making adjustments during
the managing/budgeting fiscal year. Thus, an institution can develop a
matrix for sideplaying critical times for reviewing categories of institu-
tional data during the planning/budgeting and managing/budgeting fiscal
years.

CONCLUSION

How well higher education meets the needs of its students and the
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sociaty in which it exists is a function, for the most part, of its degree
of sophistication in planning, comprehensive, long-range, and systematic.
Critical as institutional planning is to a colleges survival, only a very
small number "have effectively developed a plan, based on sound data about
themselves arid their setting, which is revised at least annually and upon
which the institution's leadership acts. daily".1

A comprehensive planning process includes (1) a plaaning protocol,
(2) a planning structure, (3) external and internal assumptions, (4) goals
and objectives, (5) a method for developing programs from high priority
goals, and (6) an evaluation protocol. Planning is a primary administrative
function antecedent to managing and evaluating. A Planning, Managing,
Evaluating (F,E) system is firmly based on an organizational process which
strives to gather facts and put them together to produce meaning. These
facts are linked to the mission and essential purposes of the institution
and can be aggregated under categories such as (1) admissions, (2) financial
aid, (3) attrition and retention, (4) instructional programs costs, (5)
library, (6) faculty productivity and reward structure, (7) personnel benefits,
(8) new program development, (9) student learning outcomes, and (10) fund
raising.

Data are the foundation upon which to build the multi -near institution
Plan, a document containing a grand design representing intelligent aati-
pation of activities, events, and experimental observations carefully
specified in advance to move from one point to another. Data are needed
(1) about environmental assumptions upon which to base planning; (2) about
potential clients and unmet societal needs growing out of a needs assessment
or market analysis/market segmentation process; and (3) for managing in-

stitutional areas as specified above. Probably most important, however, the
data analysis process must strive to produce meaning as it relates to
efficiency and effectiveness of relating dollars to institutional goals and

objectives.
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FIGURE I

A Comprehensive Planning Process
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FIGURE 6

The Planning, Management,
Evaluation Concept
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FIGURE 7

Data And Decision Making
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